
Houng Fuh brings you the most advanced automation equipment and technology

Global partnerships SKYFALL

We have 6 long-term strategic partners overseas, including a 
global network of France, Switzerland, the Netherlands,Korea, 
Japan and India.Houng Fuh provides customers with efficient and 
reliable equipment and services, beyond your expectations.

Skyfal l is an unique product which uses gravity and third 
dimensional space as the solution’ s main feature. Most items 
weigh up to 10KG and are transported on units along the track, 
with a system speed of up to 10,500 pieces per hour. Basic 
functions include sorting, accumulation, or caching/buffering.
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Jivaro
Jivaro Intelligent Packaging Solution 

Jivaro products are a perfect fit for e-commerce packaging where 
carton sizes can be reduces according to its contents. This in turn 
saves the cost of filling materials as well as transportation cost. 
Houng Fuh is Savoye’ s only authorized representative in China.

Denisort Tilt Tray Sorter

The denisort sorter combines conveying and sorting in a single 
system. Its unique transport structure and flexibility makes sure all 
part of the required layout can be reached, and different 
processes can be executes along the same system.
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Fuji－ACE Robot  

Fuji－ACE Robots have light structure and low noise, is widely used 
in the field of factory automation and logistics robots because of 
its stable motor performance and low failure rate with standard 
components.

APOLLO Spiral Conveyor

APOLLO spiral conveyor has been a key feature in many of our 
client’ s systems since 2009. They are a modularized design vertical 
conveying solution that can work in different applications. Stable 
transport is made sure by its unique structure and rolling features, 
proving it to be a great choice for SI customers.
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Wuhan DC Project for A Well-known Pharmaceutical GroupReferences in domestic projects
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The accuracy rate of medical logistics distribution center outgoing 

warehouse reaches 99.99%, the delivery efficiency reaches 10,000 

pieces per hour, and the throughput is 100,000 pieces per day 

(large package of drugs),the service capacity of this company to 

the POS has been improved in further.

A large-scale private Group which the core businesses are 
medicine wholesales, retai l chain and pharmaceutical 
e-commerce. Its sales channels are all over China. With the 
rapid development of pharmaceutical business, its scale is 
growing. It can meet the growing demand by building its own 
logistics warehouse and national distribution center for 
medical and pharmaceutical distribution 

Since 2000, Houng Fuh has built modern large-scale medical logistics 
distribution centers in Urumqi, Hubei, Wuhan, Beijing, Nanjing and 
Wenjiang, to realize automatic sorting and transportation, and construct 
a national medical distribution network. The medical logistics system 
mainly consists of the whole box barcode identification system, the 
special equipments for dismantling trays, the transportation and sorting 
system for in-and-out warehouses, the special equipment for empty 
pallets dismantling and stacking, and the storage and transportation 
line for empty pallets. The system mainly collects the information data 
of pharmaceutical Logistics and realizes in-and-out warehouses 
transportation, the sorting, merging, dismantling and palletizing before 
in-and-out warehouses. 

Project requirements Solution

Result evaluation



Cross Belt Sorter for local Courier Express

References in domestic projects
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Express delivery belongs to the Labor-intensive industry. The required labor value of sorting works 

is more than 50%, and its required time accounts for 30% - 40% of the total distribution time. 

Manually sorting has influenced the delivery speed of express. The rational planning of distribution 

center, sorting equipment and technology has a decisive impact on the operating efficiency of 

logistics.

Project requirements

The automatic sorting system is adopted to sort small parcels in distribution Center. It is mainly 

composed of the equipped lines, cross-belt sorter, inducts, chutes, steel platforms and other 

equipments. The main working procedures include receiving, warehousing, inspecting, sorting, 

palletizing, shipping, etc, to form a whole fluent production chain.

Solution

The system is more conducive to the logistics field of large-scale operations, 

satisfying its production process and needs of configuration, improving the 

sorting efficiency, reducing much more labor costs in the process of parcel 

sorting, and greatly increasing the sorting accuracy. The sorting capacity has 

already been reached at 96,000 pieces per hour.

Result evaluation



References in overseas projects
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AJINOMOTO Storage Sorting and Palletizing Project (THAILAND)

The fully automated central palletizing system significantly reduces 

the number of staff and greatly increases work efficiency and 

productivity. 

AJINOMOTO, one of the largest food product manufacturers, 

needs a solution to fulfill its new factory’ s requirement of 

conveying, palletizing and storage.

Houng Fuh provided a system that is divided in 2 parts. First is 

the conveyor taking products from factory to storage, and 

secondly the sorting and palletizing system which leads to the 

pallet warehouse. In total 7 robots palletizers and 21 pusher 

sorters are deployed, while the control system handles the 

whole operation including our own pallet shuttle.

Project requirements Solution

Result evaluation
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High Throughput Palletizing System
for Tissue Products (AUSTRALIA)

References in overseas projects

System need to handle products that are soft and fragile with conveying and palletizing functions. 

In a country like Australia where the labor cost is high, a stable and precise system with high 

throughput is hugely favorable.

Project requirements

System deployed includes different conveyors for different functions and stage of the production 

process. Products are formed into layers, and palletized at the end layer by layer.

Solution

Hugely improved the operational cost, allows 24 hour operation and therefore 

efficiency.

Result evaluation



Global Quality. Lifetime Service
Global Logistics Automation Promoter

Partners

France, Switzerland, Netherlands, Korea, Thailand, 

South Africa, India

Subsidiary 

Taiwan, Malaysia, China

Customers

Korea, Vietnam, Japan, Dubai, Denmark, India, 

Thailand, Pakistan, United States, Germany, Italy, 

Oman, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Jordan
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Honorary Customers
40 years in the business

Covering 20 countries and 21 industries

Countless reference in automated equipment

JD certified supplier for 8 years in running

More than 90% of repurchase rate from existing customers
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